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Asone of the most powerful executive actions, rulemaking by U.S. federal agencies involves all three
branches and governs many issue areas, but some rules are routine and others are highly
consequential. We build a new rule universe composed of nearly forty-thousand considered rules

listed in the UnifiedAgenda since Spring 1995 and employ an item responsemodel with 15 raters to generate
integrated estimates of rule significance for each of the rules. To showcase the usefulness of this newmeasure,
we propose and test competing models on agency productivity, finding that the president and Congress
influence rule promulgation in a nuanced way. The president is dominant when agencies consider
moderately noteworthy rules, and Congress has more influence over the most significant regulations,
suggesting that the branches’ influences vary with the consequential nature of the issues considered.

INTRODUCTION

I n recent years, scholars have become increasingly
interested in competition between the branches of
the U.S. federal government, particularly between

Congress and the president (Acs 2019; Bailey, Kamoie,
and Maltzman 2005; Canes-Wrone 2010; Chiou and
Rothenberg 2014; Christenson and Kriner 2017; Clin-
ton, Lewis, and Selin 2014; Howell and Pevehouse
2005; Lewis 2004).While theU.S. federal government’s
separation of powers into legislative, executive, and
judicial branches generates interbranch competition
over policy, few attempts have been devoted to exam-
ining the relative policymaking power of these branches
or to which branch the agency is most responsive
(Rosenbloom 2000).1 The constitutional separation of
powers cannot be understood without considering the
relative influences of the president and Congress. Inde-
pendently from the appointment power, the federal
rulemaking process provides all three branches with
influence. Rulemaking offers an opportunity to
uncover the relative influence of the president and
Congress when the preferences of each are at odds
and how that influence hinges on the significance of
the matters under consideration.

Federal rulemaking is an important component of
policymaking in the United States, and there is little
Americans consume that is not regulated by federal
agencies. According to the Federal Register, thou-
sands of final rules are published each year, having
general applicability and legal effect (U.S. Govern-
ment Publishing Office 2019). For example, RIN
2060-AR33, known as the Clean Power Plan, was
one of the core climate change policies of the Obama
Administration (Hogan 2019; Plumer 2015). As pres-
idents turn more attention to policymaking through
rulemaking, the federal rulemaking process in the
United States has become a matter of increasing
concern to scholars (Acs 2019; Nou 2012; Potter
2017; Yackee and Yackee 2009b). Gaining a fuller
understanding of contemporary U.S. government
requires closer study of rulemaking as a form of
agency policymaking, due to the extensive reach of
these policies.

While final rules promulgated by agencies address
diverse topics, the breadth of issues handled through
the rulemaking process creates high variation in regu-
latory significance. In contrast with noteworthy rules
like the Clean Power Plan, many other rules are
routine in nature and minimally influence the econ-
omy or society. For example, 3052-AD07, a rule pro-
mulgated in October 2015, changed the official
address of a Farm Credit Administration field office
following a relocation, which is an administrative
action of minimal policy significance (Farm Credit
Administration 2015).

Scholars of bureaucratic rulemaking face a concern
familiar to those studying lawmaking and executive
orders. The political significance of rules must be iden-
tified so that noteworthy rules may be analyzed sepa-
rately from regulations which have little influence
outside the federal bureaucracy. This concern has long
been recognized in analyses of individual rules
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1 Interbranch competition does not require zero-sum interactions
between branches, at least in our spatial setting laid out in the
“Empirical Application” section of the paper.
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conducted over the last two decades (e.g., Haeder and
Yackee 2015; O’Connell 2008; Potter 2017; Yackee and
Yackee 2009b). However, a single rater (typically a
binary indicator) is usually employed to differentiate
significant from nonsignificant rules.2 Many other
potential raters exist that can also signal rule signifi-
cance but have been overlooked historically. How to
systematically integrate “sensible” raters with statisti-
cal methods, produce a continuous, reliable measure of
rule significance to distinguish various degrees of sig-
nificance, and allow for periodical updating for future
rules is an urgent task for the literature. The creation of
integrated rule significance measures would create new
opportunities and offer more leeway for the study of
federal rulemaking, as well as facilitate closer exami-
nation of various theoretical and empirical questions.
For example, political actors tend to face resource
constraints and may act strategically, hinging on vari-
ous conditions, such as rule significance. The availabil-
ity of a reliable measure of rule significance will permit
pursuit of such questions.
We build on an existing conceptual approach to the

consideration of rule significance, and identify 15 raters
of regulatory significance contributed by print media as
well as indicators of general regulatory activity. We
apply an item response model (IRT) to these raters to
generate integrated measures of rule significance for a
rules universe of nearly forty-thousand federal regula-
tions considered by both independent and executive
agencies which were assigned unique Rule Identifica-
tion Numbers (henceforth referred to as RINs) in the
Unified Agenda (UA) between Spring 1995 and Spring
2019. The resulting measures follow in the vein of
Clinton and Lapinski (2006) and Chiou and Rothen-
berg (2014). We then demonstrate the benefits of this
measure over prior measurement efforts as well as the
validity of our estimates.
To illustrate the usefulness of our new measure, we

apply it to study how federal agency rulemaking pro-
ductivity depends on the separation of powers and
rule significance. Understanding the volume and dura-
tion of the rulemaking process has been highlighted as
an important matter, with implications for how the
federal bureaucracy may maximize democratic
responsiveness, bureaucratic effort, and good public
policy (Yackee 2019). A contemporary analysis exam-
ining all federal agency notices of proposed rulemak-
ing (NPRMs) found that agencies issue fewer NPRMs
in the first year of a presidential term and more in the
last quarter of an administration (O’Connell 2008).
Additionally, party control, agency independence,
and divided government have an impact on overall
U.S. federal rulemaking productivity. Other uncov-
ered predictors include Office of Information and
Regulatory Affairs (OIRA) audit rates, congressional
or presidential opposition, agency ideology, an
agency’s relationship with the president and Congress,

an agency’s capacity, and the scope of an agency’s
mission (Acs andCameron 2013; Nou 2012; Potter and
Shipan 2019; Yackee and Yackee 2009a). Notably,
these agency-level analyses exclusively focus on those
rules designated as either “economically significant”
or “other significant” by agencies or those determined
as “major” rules by agencies, limiting the scope of
their inferences to a single indicator of importance.
Our new measure of rule significance will allow us to
address this problem.

The determinants proposed to explain agency pro-
ductivity tend to reflect the key role of agency ideology
and the relationship between agencies and executive
and legislative branches. However, we lack a coherent
theoretical framework in investigating how these
branches influence agency rulemaking and how the
relative influence of each branch depends on rule
significance.

To tackle these questions, we adopt Romer and
Rosenthal’s (1979) agenda-setting model and Tsebe-
lis’s (2002) theory of veto players as our theoretical
framework to develop competing models to examine
how institutional constraints function, mainly from
the president and Congress.3 The president and Con-
gress possess tools to pressure agencies, although they
may not always be effective. The president may
impose costs on undesired agency activities by divert-
ing funds from agency programs, packing and/or
emptying agency leadership, issuing binding execu-
tive orders to the contrary, and forcing agencies to
submit to OIRA review (Doherty, Lewis, and Lim-
bocker 2019; Haeder and Yackee 2015; 2018; Howell
2003; Kinane 2021; Mayer 2002). The legislature has
comparable powers to impose costs (Kerwin and
Furlong 2018, 30) and can resort to several legislative
means of punishing rebellious agencies, including
budget cuts, limitation riders, oversight hearings,
reduction of statutory authority, imposition of addi-
tional paperwork, and deadlines for action (Acs 2019;
Carpenter et al. 2012; Lowande and Potter 2021;
MacDonald 2010).

Building on this theoretical foundation, we propose
three competing models, in which the executive (the
president) and legislative branches (the House and
Senate medians) can each constitute the only veto
players or jointly constitute veto players for a proposed
rule, and we examine these models at various thresh-
olds of rule significance. We find that the model in
which the president serves as the only veto pivot best
explains agency productivity for regulations laying
below the political radar, while Congress has a domi-
nant impact on rulemaking for highly significant rules.
These findings identify a novel finding in the study of
rulemaking which would otherwise go unnoticed,
establishing that this integrated rule significance mea-
sure provides researchers with a powerful tool for

2 Potter (2017) employs four raters to generate continuous scores in
measuring broad societal reach (i.e., impact) of a rule, which captures
something different from rule significance, as explained below.

3 Our framework can accommodate the judicial branch, but we
relegate this discussion and corresponding results to Appendix G
of the Supplementary Material because of the theoretical and empir-
ical complexity posed.
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investigating the processes of bureaucratic rulemaking
and uncovering novel insights about interbranch com-
petition.

RULES AND SIGNIFICANCE

What makes a policy proposal significant? This ques-
tion has long been considered by scholars studying
significant legislation, and those answers offer concep-
tual terra firma for measuring regulatory significance.
Mayhew’s landmark study of congressional productiv-
ity of important legislation defined significant legisla-
tion as “innovative and consequential —or if viewed
from the time of passage, thought likely to be
consequential” (1991, 37). The definition of signifi-
cance as a contemporaneous or retrospective judge-
ment of consequence has been adopted and refined by
later scholars (Clinton and Lapinski 2006; Edwards III,
Barrett, and Peake 1997; Howell et al. 2000). For
instance, Howell et al. (2000) stress focusing on con-
temporaneous evaluations because these more closely
reflect the judgements of political actors when a bill was
being contemplated. This establishes reliance on con-
temporaneous media coverage. Clinton and Lapinski
(2006, 237), building on these developments (andMay-
hew’s [1991] interchangeable use of “notable” with
“significant”), argue that a piece of legislation is signif-
icant “if it has been identified as noteworthy by a
reputable chronicler of the legislative session.” As a
result, multiple sources, including information on gen-
eral bill activity in the process of estimating legislative
significance (e.g., the number of substitutes for a bill),
were statistically integrated into measuring legislative
significance through developing an IRT.
Drawing from this approach, we consider regula-

tions significant if identified as noteworthy by
contemporaries of the regulation’s development (as
noteworthiness is correlatedwith consequence). Based
on this concept, we propose an IRT model for both
dichotomous and count outcomes. This requires
assembling various contemporaneous chroniclers or
raters for rule significance, including print media cov-
erage of regulations, attention paid by the public or
lobbying groups, and data provided by regulatory
agencies, which offer reputable assessments of note-
worthiness contemporary to the development of a rule
based on general regulatory activity. In particular, the
federal government has created several indicators of
rule significance and agencies are required to report
this information in the UA. Relying on these sources,
extant scholarly measures of rule significance have
employed a single indicator or combined several for
their measures, as detailed below (O’Connell 2008;
Potter 2017; Potter and Shipan 2019; Yackee and
Yackee 2009a). With our adapted conceptual frame-
work of rule significance, our approach subsumes
existing rule significance measures as one or a subset
of our raters, and expands on other potential raters. It
also statistically integrates them by estimating the
degree to which each rater discriminates among levels
of the underlying concept and weights the raters

accordingly. As a result, we provide an integrated,
reliable measure of significance.

Rules Universe and Raters

Specifically, our IRT approach synthesizes 15 raters
to generate significance measures for a rules universe
of 39,311 federal regulations published in the Unified
Agenda of Federal Regulatory and Deregulatory
Actions between Spring 1995 and Spring 2019, inclusive
(Chiou andKlingler 2023).4 Pursuing the argument and
practice of O’Connell (2008) and Potter (2017), we use
data from an RIN’s final UA entry for our measure as
we agree that data captured at promulgation (or the
end of development) best characterize the noteworthi-
ness of the entire package represented by an RIN
during its development.5 Our justification for using this
data source and additional information on our rules
universe may be found in Appendix A of the Supple-
mentary Material.

The scope of this rules universe substantially
expands on prior efforts (e.g., Carey 2019; Haeder
and Yackee 2015; O’Connell 2008; 2011; Potter 2017;
Yackee and Yackee 2009a) by incorporating all rules
considered by both executive and independent agen-
cies, including rules with or without NPRMs. “Rules
without NPRMs” refers to rules for which a proposed
rule was never published, as well as direct final rules,
and interim final rules.6

As mentioned above, we propose 15 raters for rule
significance. Drawing from and substantially expand-
ing on previous efforts for measuring legislative and
rule significance, we collected data for many more
raters. We employed only the most theoretically and
empirically justifiable raters related to the concept of
rule significance defined above, safeguarding that the
uncovered latent variable reflects that concept. In
addition, we omitted raters that could reflect potential
veto players’ reactions to agency rulemaking activi-
ties. These criteria facilitate interpretation of our
estimates and allow our measure to be invaluable to
other scholars seeking to apply them to address theo-
retical and empirical questions. The rest of this sub-
section is devoted to describing our justifications for
each of these raters, leaving the discussion of how each
rater is coded in Appendix B of the Supplementary
Material.

Rule mentions in major newspapers reflect judg-
ments of rule consequence and noteworthiness by con-
temporary chroniclers, and we count such mentions in

4 Since several of our crucial raters are not unavailable before 1995,
our efforts focus on building a rule universe from 1995.
5 We extend this approach to most of our raters.We use unique RINs
as our unit of analysis and treat “parent” and “child” RINs as
separate regulations, as they have separate UA entries and this
labeling convention is rare and inconsistent during the study period.
6 The term “direct final rule” is not codified in statute, although it is
conventional among regulatory agencies to describe regulations
which are exempt from theAPA’s notice and comment requirements
according to the terms of Section 553 of Title 5 of the U.S. Code, or
other provisions.
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The New York Times (NYT) and The Washington
Post. NYT indicates whether an RIN was published
as a proposed rule and covered in theNYT’s “National
Desk” section. These data were used in Potter (2017)
and were furnished by the author. We create the
Washington Post Total rater with a Washington Post
ProQuest search through a count of articles discussing
an RIN during its development reported and shown in
the UA. We measure editorial priorities by counting
front pagementions of rules inTheWashington Post to
create Washington Post Front Page, following the
same procedure asWashington Post Total. The length
of each rule’s development varies, and journalists tend
to be aware of rules while they appear in the
UA. Thus, a rule with a longer development period
may receive more news coverage than an equally
notable rule which was developed quickly. To account
for this confounder, we incorporate the number of UA
issues including a rule as a control variable for these
two raters.
Unfortunately, media resources are too constrained

to cover the thousands of rules on the UA. As
reported in Table A.5 in Appendix B of the Supple-
mentary Material, there are, in total, fewer than two-
thousand rules covered by these three newspaper
raters, occupying less than 5% of the rule universe.
Relying on media raters alone would lead us to fail to
distinguish the significance of the rest of the rules.
Building on prior efforts on legislative significance
(Clinton and Lapinski 2006), we incorporate data on
general regulatory activity in order to further refine
highly significant rules and differentiate between
moderately significant rules.
Regulatory agencies generate copious data on rules

under development, reporting biannually on consid-
ered rules in the UA. UA entries identify RINs classi-
fied as “major”—judged by agencies to have an annual
economic effect of $100 million or more, or to meet
other criteria set by the Congressional Review Act.
O’Connell (2008) uses this dichotomous indicator to
determine a significant rule. We label this rater as
Major. Further actions reveal agency beliefs that a rule
is notable to the public. NPRMs are required by the
Administrative Procedure Act to allow public com-
ment on rules (with exceptions). Furthermore, advance
notices of proposed rulemaking (ANPRMs) may be
issued to gauge public opinion at earlier stages at
agency discretion. The number of ANPRMs and
NPRMs published for an RIN were included through
the raters ANPRM Count and NPRM Count, and
Hearing indicates a hearing/meeting was held on
the rule.
Agencies report a rule’s priority, influenced by the

RIN’s economic impact, but also determined by
whether agency leaders seek action on an RIN. We
identify if an RIN’s reported priority category in the
UA was either “Economically Significant” or “Other
Significant” as an indicator for significant rules.7

Yackee and Yackee (2009b), Lavertu and Yackee
(2014), and Potter and Shipan (2019) employ this
binary indicator to determine which rule is significant.8
Agencies also report an RIN’s inclusion in an agency’s
Regulatory Plan, reflecting the most important regula-
tory actions expected to be proposed by an agency in a
fiscal year. We label these raters as Priority and Regu-
latory Plan, respectively.9

A rulemaking project’s noteworthinessmaymanifest
itself in the legal or anticipated public response to the
text of the regulation. We capture this in two ways,
starting with regulation length, which arguably cap-
tures the noteworthiness of a rule through the agency’s
preemptive defense of the policy. Page Count is the
count of pages used by the first NPRM, direct final rule,
or interim final rule published in the Federal Register
for each RIN.10 Assuming texts with the force of law
which are cited more often in scholarly research are
more likely to be substantively important (see Haeder
and Yackee 2022; Yackee and Yackee 2016), we
include Legal Citations, which captures the number of
times an RIN is cited as visible in Hein Online’s Law
Journal Library search.11

Demands from the legislative and judicial branch for
an agency to act in a policy area provide a signal of
noteworthiness for a rulemaking project before it
begins. We incorporate whether congressional statute
set a deadline for regulatory action on the RIN
(i.e., indicating somewhat urgent or intensive attention
to a policy) as the rater StatutoryDeadline (Lavertu and
Yackee 2014). We leverage analogous information
from the UA on the presence of a court-imposed
deadline for action as the rater Judicial Deadline.

Finally, the procedures of notice-and-comment rule-
making generate data from the public and interest
groups which captures the significance of regulations.
OMB Lobbying captures the number of recorded lob-
bying meetings with OMB officials on the subject of a
rule, as required by EO 12866. Our final rater, Public
Comments, is a count variable measuring the total
number of public comments attached to a rule’s docket
on Regulations.gov. Table A.5 in Appendix B of the

7 The criteria for classification as “Economically Significant” is similar
but not identical to those for “Major.” In contrast with theMajor rater,

a rule’s priority is set inEO12866 and ismore likely to capture political
considerations internal to the federal bureaucracy.We emphasize that
the term “significant” in EO 12866 is a separate concept from regula-
tory “significance” as we use it throughout this paper.
8 Acs and Cameron (2013) use “Economically Significant” or “Other
Significant” as two alternative indicators for significant rules, along
with “Substantive/Nonsignificant.” As our measure is to capture
significance, rather than distinguish economic or noneconomic sig-
nificance, we choose to follow what Yackee and Yackee (2009b),
Lavertu and Yackee (2014), and Potter and Shipan (2019) do.
9 Potter (2017) creatively incorporates NYT, and “Economically
Significant” into her rule impact scores to capture a rule’s broad
societal reach.
10 Page count, as well as UA abstract word count, has been used by
other scholars as a complexity measure (Haeder and Yackee 2022;
Potter 2019; Yackee andYackee 2016), and we acknowledge that this
variable is correlated with regulatory complexity. Agencies antici-
pate public objections by writing longer background/justification
texts for a more significant rule before the legal text of a proposed
rule. We appreciate an anonymous referee’s suggestion for this rater.
11 We control for the timing of an RIN for this rater.
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Supplementary Material provides descriptive statistics
on these seven dichotomous and eight count raters. 12

New Measurement and Validation

Having introduced the raters for measuring rule sig-
nificance, we will turn to present our estimates of rule
significance, with the model and its estimation
detailed in Appendix C of the Supplementary Mate-
rial. All of the raters included in our model can
discriminate rule significance, to a varying degree.
The discrimination parameter of each rater is far away
from zero, as displayed in Table 1. Among the raters
with binary outcomes (i.e., the first seven raters in
Table 1), the rater of Major performs the best, fol-
lowed by the raters of Priority and Regulatory. NYT
can also discriminate significance well. However, it
only mentions 122 rules and covers only rules with
NPRMs that were issued by executive agencies up to
2014, limiting its discriminate power. Among the
raters with count outcomes, the discrimination param-
eters of OMB Lobbying and Washington Post Front
Page are the largest.13 The mean of these raters is not
particularly larger or smaller among count raters,
suggesting that these two raters are responsive to the
underlying latent significance.14
For a broad overview of regulatory significance

across agencies, Figure 1 displays the distribution of
all significance scores, and Figure 2 displays the distri-
bution of significance scores for each of the various
agencies in the dataset. There is substantial variation in
the median significance across agencies as well as in the
number and variation in significance scores. For exam-
ple, the Department of Health and Human Services
and the Department of Labor tend to work on rules
which are rather noteworthy, with median significance
scores of 0.419 and 0.426 (respectively), whereas the
National Credit UnionAdministration andNASA tend
to work on rules which are less significant, with median
regulatory significance scores of−0.441 and−0.441.
Beyond agency structure, agencies which propose
fewer rules or whose regulations pertain to manage-
ment practices out of public view (such as NASA)

appear less likely to produce highly significant regula-
tions.

O’Connell (2008) suggests that there may be some
differences in the significance of the rules produced by
independent and executive agencies. Figure 2 illus-
trates the distribution of regulatory significance across
both executive and independent agencies. A two-tailed
t-test of agency median significance during the study
period by agency type reveals that the difference is not
significant.

Our validity checks on our measure start with exam-
ining the correlation between our measure and existing
ones. Our significance scores are particularly corre-
lated with each agency’s reporting whether a rule is
major or is rated as a priority (i.e., with a status of
“Economically Significant” or “Other Significant”),
with the correlation coefficients of 0.544 and 0.671,
respectively.15 When a rule is determined to be major
or a priority, this does not guarantee that this rule
would have high-significance scores unless some other
raters simultaneously mention it or have a higher num-
ber. For example, as displayed in Figure A.1 in Appen
dix C of the Supplementary Material, when a rule is
rated as a priority, which is employed by Yackee and
Yackee (2009b) and Potter and Shipan (2019) as the
only indicator to determine a significant rule, our esti-
mated significance can range from −0.435 to 3.483. This
implies that when a rule is rated as a priority, we can
further differentiate its significance. On the other hand,
a rule not rated to be a priority can be assigned virtually
any significance score.16

Likewise, our scores are correlated with Potter’s
(2017) impact scores by 0.487. This is not surprising,
as her impact scores are obtained from four raters, two
of which are incorporated into our IRT model. Our
measure seems to improve on hers as the former fur-
ther distinguishes rules with impact scores less than 0.6.
These occupy approximately 99% of the rules included
in her measure, as shown in Figure A.2 in Appendix C
of the SupplementaryMaterial. For instance, rules with
impact scores around 0.3 are now stretched and can
have significance scores ranging from 0 to 0.9, with
evidence of clustering between 0 and 0.5.17

In Appendix C of the Supplementary Material, we
consider the most and least significant rules in our
dataset, building on the convergent construct validity
established in this section to provide substantial confi-
dence in the validity of our rule significance measures.

EMPIRICAL APPLICATION

We now apply our measures to examine regulatory
productivity across an array of agencies and rule

12 While some agency judgments may reflect strategic decisions, we do
not believe that this undermines our measure’s validity, as statutory
reporting requirements constrain agency actions, and our extensive use
of raters from nonagency sources further reduces potential bias.
13 The magnitude of discrimination parameters of binary raters may
not be comparable to count raters’magnitude because the probability
functions of these two types of raters are distinct.
14 As some of our raters are count, it is difficult to judge howmuchwe
gain from multidimensional IRT models with correct classification
rates, as Clinton andLewis (2008) do. Conducting factor analysis with
STATA mi commend for imputing missing values, we find there are
only two factors with eigenvalues greater than 1 (i.e., 1.65 and 1.25,
respectively). The first factor is more related to Washington Post
coverage, whereas the second one is related toNYT and somewhat to
the number of NPRMs. Since we include only raters that are theo-
retically and empirically justifiable to the concept wewant tomeasure
in the first place and they are not orthogonal, we believe that the
scores generated from our unidimensional IRT model will be most
easily interpreted and empirically useful.

15 Each of the other raters is correlated with our estimated scores at
0.3 or lower.
16 Similar situations arise if an agency classifies a rule as a major rule,
which is the indicator O’Connell (2008) uses for rule significance.
17 To make it easier to compare in Figure A.2 in Appendix C of the
Supplementary Material, we rescale our significance scores and
bound them between zero and one, as Potter (2017) does.

Fang-Yi Chiou and Jonathan Klingler
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significance thresholds. We first articulate a simple
agenda-setting theory of agency rulemaking productiv-
ity, as motivated and justified in in the “Introduction”
section, to generate a hypothesis for predicting agency
rulemaking volume. We show that the supported model
is dependent on the significance threshold, contributing
to our understanding of how the de facto veto powers of
the president and Congress apply differently based on a
rule’s significance.

Theoretical Model and Hypothesis

As mentioned, we adapt Romer and Rosenthal’s
(1979) and Tsebelis’s (2002) theoretical work to gen-
erate competing models of rulemaking. We first
describe common elements in these models. Under
our theoretical framework, a game is composed of
one agenda setter and one or more veto players. A
government agency serves as the agenda setter (A) and
proposes a rule yj ∈ R to possibly alter the status quo
qj ∈ R in a unidimensional policy space (if yj ¼ qj, that
means that A decides not to change the status quo),
subject to a vetoing decision sequentially made by
each of veto players, V1,…,VN , where N is a positive
integer.18 Each player has symmetric, single-peaked
preferences. The agenda setter and veto players,
respectively, have ideal points of xA ∈ R and
x1,…, xN ∈ R . Denote xV ¼ fx1,…, xNg . A proposed
rule (yj 6¼ qj) will be finalized and replace qj if none of
the veto players blocks the proposed rule. Otherwise,
qj will be sustained.
To examine the relative influence of the two

branches in rulemaking processes, we generate three
competing models (they differ only in the set of veto
players) from this theoretical framework as follows:19

1. Congress (i.e., the medians of the House and Senate)
acts as the only veto players (labeled as Model C).20

2. The president constitutes the only veto player
(Model P).

3. Congress and the president jointly function as the
only veto players (Model CP).

For each status quo j, we solve for its subgame
perfection equilibrium under each of the three models.
Assume that qj is drawn from a continuous distribution
with the support large enough to cover the ideal points
of the most conservative and liberal players. Denoting
y�j ðxV , xA,qjÞas the policy in equilibrium, we can define
the set of status quos that will be sustained in equilib-
rium as follows.

Definition 1. The agency gridlock interval (AGI) is
fqj ∈ Rjy�j ðxV , xA,qjÞ ¼ qjg.

With the assumptions and definition above, we can
obtain our main theoretical result laid out in the fol-
lowing proposition.

Proposition 1. TheAGI is betweenminfxV , xAgand
maxfxV , xAg.21

This proposition crucially implies that more veto
players do not necessarily expand the boundaries of
the agency gridlock set, a well-established result from
Tsebelis (2002). Another implication is that the bound-
aries depend on the relative location of the agenda
setters and veto players (Krehbiel 1998).

These implications are illustrated in Figure 3, where
the president is assumed to be a Democrat and the
median of Congress is more conservative than the
president. Unicameralism is assumed in this figure for
the purpose of illustration, but we remind the reader

TABLE 1. Raters’ Discrimination and Difficulty Parameter Estimates

Rater Outcome type Discrimination Standard errors Difficulty Standard errors

Major Binary 1.345 0.041 −2.841 0.057
Priority Binary 0.806 0.016 −0.734 0.01
Regulatory Binary 0.815 0.033 −2.838 0.047
Statutory Deadline Binary 0.373 0.013 −1.358 0.011
Judicial Deadline Binary 0.433 0.02 −2.17 0.022
New York Times Binary 0.798 0.062 −3.143 0.111
Hearing Binary 0.243 0.019 −2.028 0.017
ANPRM Count Count 0.485 0.031 −3.212 0.029
NPRM Count Count 0.839 0.04 −2.724 0.042
Public Comment Count 2.371 0.031 −2.584 0.041
Page Count Count 0.803 0.008 −2.189 0.009
OMB Lobbying Count 2.97 0.076 −5.565 0.123
Legal Citations Count 1.849 0.06 −4.222 0.214
Washington Post Total Count 2.322 0.056 −5.455 0.11
Washington Post Front Page Count 2.804 0.101 −8.445 0.239

18 In equilibrium, whether a given status quo will be altered does not
depend onwhich veto playermoves first, when there ismore than one
veto player.
19 This framework allows us to include more veto players as we need.
However, empirically examining generated competing models

requires placing the preferences of the agency and all veto players on
a common space.
20 When Congress is assumed to constitute the only veto players, the
median of the House and Senate are two veto players.
21 The proof is given in Appendix E of the Supplementary Material.
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that in our empirical analysis, we consistently assume
that each chamber constitutes a veto pivot. There are
three scenarios for the agency’s preferences to discuss in
this simplified illustration: (i) the agency is even more
liberal than the president; (ii) the agency is moderate;
and (iii) the agency is an outlier and even more conser-
vative than the median of Congress. Under the first
scenario, the agency is closest to and more extreme than
the president, compared with the two veto players,
making the AGI of Model P shortest among the three
competing models. The AGI of Models C and CP is
identical and larger, although the latter model has an
additional veto player. When the agency is moderate
(i.e., scenario (ii) in the figure), the AGI of Model C
shrinks, whereas that of the other models remains sim-
ilar. Under scenario (iii), where the agency is located to
the right of Congress and an outlier to the president and
Congress, the AGI of Model P is expanded and has the
same length as Model CP. Overall, the shift in the
ideology of the agency may or may not alter the AGI
of a model, depending both on the set of its veto players
and on their relative locations.
It is important to note that our theoretical frame-

work does not require the control exercised by these
veto players to be zero-sum. In a wide variety of
preference configurations, action taken by one branch
to constrain an agency may also benefit another
branch. For example, in Model CP, a right-leaning
Congress and President would be both better off by
preventing a left-leaning agency from promulgating
rules which would move policy further away from
them. Additionally, there are a wide array of process
controls (reporting mandates, impact analyses, and
other procedural requirements) which may be
imposed by a branch on agencies without forcing in
a substantive change in policy (Rosenbloom, New-
bold, and Doughty 2018).
Like previous studies on legislative productivity and

unilateral action (e.g., Chiou and Rothenberg 2014;
Howell 2003; Krehbiel 1998), we assume that status
quos are uniformly distributed.22 This assumption
implies that an agency facing political environment
entailing a more lengthy AGI will be less productive
in a Congress (i.e., the lengthier the AGI, the less
productive the agency).Wewill concentrate our empir-
ical analysis on this hypothesis.
These competing models are related to hypotheses

proposed by previous studies in several ways. For
example, Potter and Shipan (2019) hypothesize that
an agency is more productive when it is ideologically
aligned with the president, which is quite consistent
with Model P. Additionally, their congressional influ-
ence hypothesis (i.e., agency productivity would be
lower when Congress is an agency’s strong opponent)
can be derived fromModel C.23 On the other hand, the

hypothesis proposed byYackee andYackee (2009a) on
divided government cannot be derived from any of
these models. These hypotheses assume that implicit
vetoes are exercised by both Congress and the presi-
dent. One of the important advantages from our theo-
retical framework is that we more systematically and
explicitly evaluate potential models and improve theo-
retical clarity.

Method and Data

We examine the hypothesis derived from Proposition 1
using a dataset of 442 parent agency-Congress obser-
vations, covering 55 parent agencies (hereafter referred
to as agencies) from 1995 to 2012, as detailed in
Appendix A of the Supplementary Material. Our anal-
ysis focuses on this period and these agencies because
agency ideal point estimates comparable with those of
veto players we employ are available only for this
period and these agencies. The unit of observation
was tied to a 2-year Congress rather than alternatives
such as quarters or months, which have been used by
other studies (Potter and Shipan 2019; Yackee and
Yackee 2009a). We make this choice because each
agency and corresponding veto players, including Con-
gress and the president, have constant measured pref-
erences (i.e., common-space scores) within a Congress,
and a Congress captures the period between which the
elected branches may act without clear signals of public
preferences. Put differently, our key theoretical predic-
tor, AGI, varies little for an agency within a Congress
during the period, justifying our unit of analysis. This
periodicity also follows convention in well-developed
literature on legislative productivity (Binder 1999;
Krehbiel 1998) and executive orders (Chiou and
Rothenberg 2014; Howell 2003).

Calculating agency productivity by focusing on pro-
mulgation of RINs from our rules universe for which an
NPRM was published requires several noticeable
choices worth highlighting and defending. We exclude
interim final rules and final rules with statutory or
judicial deadlines, consistent with Potter and Shipan
(2019), because the former types of final rules are
intended to have only a temporary impact on public
policy and are not consistent with our theoretical model.
Similarly, Congress or the courts act as the agenda setter
under the latter types of final rules. Although our theo-
retical model does not depend on whether or not an
NPRM was issued for a rule before it was finalized, we
focus on rules with NPRMs in our primary analysis to be
consistent with prior scholarship on regulatory produc-
tivity (Potter and Shipan 2019; Yackee and Yackee
2009a). Later, we extend our empirical analysis by
including these final rules without NPRMs.

To examine agency rule productivity, our dependent
variables are the number of final rules with at least one
NPRM whose significance scores are at least as high as
a given significance threshold and promulgated by an
agency in a Congress. For each agency-Congress obser-
vation, data on agency regulatory productivity in that
biennium were drawn from our rules universe
(described in Appendix A of the Supplementary Mate-
rial). Given that estimated scores of rule significance

22 This assumption makes it much easier to empirically test the
implications of our theory. While imperfect, it has been implied by
many empirical studies which hypothesize productivity is a function
of divergent preferences.
23 If one assumes that both the president and Congress jointly serve
as the only veto players for rulemaking, then Model CP would be
subscribed.
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range from −1.276 to 3.483, as shown in Figure 1, that
rules with NPRMs share this range of scores, and that
rules without mentions of all raters tend to have scores
between −1.276 and −0.3, we start our minimum signif-
icance threshold at −0.25 and incrementally increase
the threshold of 0.25 until 2.25, as Chiou and Rothen-
berg (2014) conduct.24 In other words, there are
11 dependent variables, each of which corresponds to
a significance threshold. In addition, the number of all
of the final rules with NPRMs promulgated by an
agency within a Congress is included as the 12th depen-
dent variable, allowing us to examine rule productivity
without holding any significance thresholds. Account-
ing for the nature of count data (e.g., overdispersion)
and the importance of controlling for idiosyncratic
characteristics of individual agencies for regulatory
affairs productivity, we follow Potter and Shipan
(2019) decision of employing a negative binomial
regression model with random effects at the agency
level and standard errors clustered on the agency.25
In order to test our hypotheses, our primary inde-

pendent variable of interest is AGI. According to the

theoretical results of the “Theoretical Model and
Hypothesis” section, AGI characterizes the location
of the rule promulgating agency in relation to the
relevant political actors in policy space.26 As a starting
point, for each agency in the dataset, we use the ideal
points estimated by Chen and Johnson (2015) to place
the agency in Common Space with the president and
members of Congress (McCarty, Poole, and Rosenthal
2006).27 The agency ideal points generated by Chen
and Johnson (2015) are estimated for 79 agencies using
the political contribution data of individuals identified
as working for the agency in those data.28 The AGI for
each of the three models is calculated according to
Proposition 1, the interval bounded by the ideal point
of an agency and the veto players stipulated in each of
the three competing models in the last subsection. For
instance, an agency’s gridlock interval of model CP for
a Congress is the distance between ideal points of this
agency, the chamber medians of the House and Senate,
and the president during this given Congress. For each
of the three models, we calculate the AGI for each
Congress from the 104th to 112th.

We also include several control variables to account
for important predictors already identified in the liter-
ature, or expected to be theoretically relevant. Prior
research has suggested that divided government may
pose additional barriers to agency productivity in the
form of conflicting demands (Yackee and Yackee
2009a). In order to account for this possibility, we
include a dummy variable for Divided Government,
which is coded 1 for agency-Congress observations
for which the president and at least one house of
Congress were controlled by different parties the
majority of the time, and 0 otherwise.

We control for the workload capacity of agencies
withEmployment, the logged average yearly number of
employees at each agency, as this influences productiv-
ity (Potter 2017). Prior scholars have suggested that
independent agencies may be less productive (Potter
and Shipan 2019), so we include an indicator variable
for Independent Agency.29 We include a time trend

FIGURE 1. Significance Distribution of Rules,
1995–2019
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24 Since the results are fairly continuous, we present our results with
these incremental changes to save presentation space. The standard
deviation of our dependent variable with the significance threshold
higher than 2.25 become small. The descriptive statistics of our
dependent variables with varying thresholds is detailed in
Appendix D of the Supplementary Material.
25 Idiosyncratic characteristics of individual agencies may include
regular demand for regulation and accumulated workload (uneco-
nomical to measure for 55 agencies) (see Haeder and Yackee 2022;
Yackee and Yackee 2016), or the scope of an agency’s mission (Acs
and Cameron 2013). As Potter and Shipan (2019) argue, their use of
this model is more appropriate than a negative binomial model with
fixed effects in this context. For robustness checks, we find that the
results from the latter are qualitatively similar. In addition, for some
of the thresholds, we encounter convergence problems in estimating
the latter model.

26 Our approach also permits the inclusion of veto players beyond the
president and Congress, such as the Supreme Court median (Epstein
et al. 2007). We examine four additional models which incorporate
the Supreme Court median as a veto player in Appendix G of the
Supplementary Material.
27 There have been several impressive contributions to the effort to
produce useful measures of agency preferences in recent years
(Bertelli and Grose 2011; Clinton et al. 2012; Clinton and Lewis
2008; Richardson, Clinton, and Lewis 2018). However, only the
measures of Chen and Johnson’s (2015) are comparable with com-
monly accepted and employed estimates for presidents andCongress,
exist for entire rulemaking agencies (rather than just top-level
leaders), and capture shifts in agency preferences over time, as is
required for our empirical application.
28 Chen and Johnson’s (2015) weighting procedure tends to place
higher weight on the ideal points of appointees than those of career-
ists, ceteris paribus.
29 As detailed in Appendix A of the Supplementary Material,
approximately 16.7% of all rules and 19% of rules with NPRMs were
proposed by independent agencies. Our regression results, which are
available from the authors, remain qualitatively similar if we exclude
rules promulgated by independent agencies from our analysis.
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FIGURE 2. Distribution of Agency Significance Scores
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variable in the form of Congress and Congress Squared
following the approaches of Carter and Signorino
(2010).30

Empirical Results

We present our empirical results from testing our
hypotheses for our three competing models. We start
with our results from testing Model P, where the pres-
ident constitutes the only veto player. As displayed in
Table 2, the dependent variable of the first equation is
the total number of final rules with NPRMs promul-
gated by an agency within a Congress. The dependent
variable of the second equation is the total number of
final rules with NPRMs and significance scores at least
as high as −0:25. The last equation has the total number
of final rules with NPRMs and scores equal to or higher
than 2:25 as the dependent variable. As shown in this

table, the coefficient of the AGI, our key independent
variable, is negative, as predicted, and statistically sig-
nificant under a wide range of significance thresholds,
that is, from 1 to 1.75. The average marginal effect of
this variable is −1:858,−2:122,−1:445, and −0:626under
each of these four significance thresholds, respectively.
The substantive importance of the AGI effect is evi-
dent, given the mean of the associated dependent vari-
ables (see Table A.8 in Appendix D of the
Supplementary Material). These results suggest that
the empirical support for Model P is obtained under
moderate- or high-significance thresholds.

The results for testing Model C (Congress functions
as the only veto player) are shown in Table 3. The
results for our key independent variable diverge: the
AGI is negative and statistically significant only under
the thresholds equaling to 1.50 or higher. The average
marginal effect of this variable is −3:912,−2:008, and
−1:346 under the thresholds of 1.50, 1.75, and 2. These
are pronounced and even stronger than underModel P,
given the mean of the dependent variable under these
thresholds. Likewise, the coefficient of the AGI of
Model CP is statistically significant under the thresh-
olds of 1, 1.25, 1.50, 1.75, and 2, with the average

FIGURE 3. The Illustration of Agency Gridlock Interval (AGI) for Each of the Competing Models Under
Different Preference Configurations

Notes: The bolded line to the left of a model label indicates the model’s AGI.

30 If we include an indicator for agency-Congresses which lead up to
and encompass a presidential election to account for the pace of
agency rulemaking at the end of a presidential term (Haeder and
Yackee 2022), or an alternative indicator for political time for
presidential reelection, our primary results are not altered.
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TABLE 2. The President as the Only Veto Player (Lowest to High Thresholds)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12)

T ¼ −1 T ¼ −0:25 T ¼ 0 T ¼ 0:25 T ¼ 0:50 T ¼ 0:75 T ¼ 1 T ¼ 1:25 T ¼ 1:50 T ¼ 1:75 T ¼ 2 T ¼ 2:25

Agency gridlock −0.003 −0.094 −0.134 −0.159 −0.277 −0.282 −0.536* −0.650** −0.556** −0.647* 0.043 0.757
interval (Model
P)

(0.138) (0.173) (0.180) (0.189) (0.230) (0.216) (0.268) (0.235) (0.228) (0.322) (0.416) (0.552)

Divided
Government

−0.072 −0.043 −0.047 −0.084 −0.025 −0.063 −0.015 0.199* 0.139 −0.089 −0.212 −0.454*
(0.052) (0.062) (0.073) (0.088) (0.102) (0.117) (0.129) (0.119) (0.124) (0.247) (0.277) (0.246)

Employment 0.402** 0.462*** 0.509*** 0.501*** 0.526*** 0.526*** 0.574*** 0.607*** 0.689*** 0.606** 0.635** 0.472**
(0.135) (0.135) (0.148) (0.142) (0.137) (0.131) (0.143) (0.179) (0.194) (0.198) (0.223) (0.192)

Independent
Agency

−0.330 −0.309 −0.234 −0.128 −0.130 −0.050 0.205 0.179 0.001 0.055 0.392 0.079
(0.594) (0.566) (0.632) (0.624) (0.642) (0.647) (0.713) (0.926) (1.018) (1.033) (1.082) (0.894)

Congress −0.925 0.999 1.665 0.955 3.528 8.100** 10.004** 11.241** 9.505* 8.512 2.239 −12.459
(1.429) (1.849) (1.712) (1.554) (2.545) (2.955) (3.850) (4.481) (5.260) (7.484) (8.865) (8.538)

Congress
Squared

0.004 −0.004 −0.007 −0.004 −0.016 −0.037** −0.046** −0.051** −0.043* −0.039 −0.010 0.058
(0.007) (0.009) (0.008) (0.007) (0.012) (0.014) (0.018) (0.021) (0.024) (0.034) (0.041) (0.039)

Constant 49.641 −59.168 −96.006 −56.694 −198.839 −448.722** −553.563** −622.133** −529.321* −474.262 −132.647 663.431
(77.452) (99.988) (92.701) (84.434) (137.904) (160.162) (208.369) (242.014) (284.149) (405.430) (480.112) (461.667)

ln(alpha)
Constant −2.177*** −1.709*** −1.756*** −1.676*** −1.568*** −1.601*** −1.421*** −1.459** −1.765** −1.180** −0.957** −0.472

(0.244) (0.243) (0.250) (0.281) (0.302) (0.390) (0.400) (0.483) (0.672) (0.431) (0.360) (0.536)
Agency-level
var(Constant) 2.442*** 2.665*** 2.898*** 2.634*** 2.938*** 2.767*** 3.312*** 4.537*** 5.058*** 4.020*** 4.207** 3.033**

(0.523) (0.589) (0.687) (0.585) (0.804) (0.723) (0.959) (1.338) (1.545) (1.229) (1.448) (1.173)
N 442 442 442 442 442 442 442 442 442 442 442 442
BIC 2,616.189 2,189.638 1,999.091 1,792.328 1,518.017 1,333.144 1,153.724 941.762 748.252 607.438 480.245 370.919

Note: Standard errors are in parentheses. Each model’s dependent variable is the number of eligible final rules with NPRMs and a significance score of at least T (defined in the column labels),
promulgated by an agency within a Congress. Models include agency-level random effects and agency-clustered SEs. BIC = Bayesian information criterion.
One-tailed test: �p < 0:05, ��p < 0:01, ���p < 0:001.
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TABLE 3. Congress as the Only Veto Player (Lowest to High Thresholds)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12)

T ¼ −1 T ¼ −0:25 T ¼ 0 T ¼ 0:25 T ¼ 0:50 T ¼ 0:75 T ¼ 1 T ¼ 1:25 T ¼ 1:50 T ¼ 1:75 T ¼ 2 T ¼ 2:25

Agency gridlock 0.229 0.617 0.607 0.487 0.291 0.173 −0.180 −0.627 −1.446** −1.943*** −2.169** −1.805
interval
(Model C)

(0.205) (0.260) (0.280) (0.335) (0.383) (0.411) (0.465) (0.553) (0.549) (0.571) (0.884) (1.123)

Divided
Government

−0.080 −0.072 −0.081 −0.120 −0.068 −0.107 −0.082 0.140 0.135 −0.050 −0.099 −0.237
(0.050) (0.057) (0.069) (0.084) (0.092) (0.105) (0.114) (0.112) (0.106) (0.211) (0.253) (0.277)

Employment 0.410** 0.485*** 0.533*** 0.520*** 0.540*** 0.535*** 0.574*** 0.592*** 0.630*** 0.548** 0.583** 0.440**
(0.136) (0.136) (0.150) (0.143) (0.139) (0.133) (0.145) (0.176) (0.179) (0.186) (0.216) (0.188)

Independent
Agency

−0.315 −0.272 −0.198 −0.104 −0.120 −0.051 0.177 0.113 −0.166 −0.100 0.309 0.083
(0.598) (0.570) (0.637) (0.629) (0.646) (0.652) (0.714) (0.918) (0.972) (1.002) (1.074) (0.889)

Congress −0.543 1.389 1.725 0.552 1.633 5.706** 4.206* 3.224 0.598 −1.881 −1.435 −8.818
(1.058) (1.502) (1.407) (1.399) (1.750) (1.932) (2.254) (2.915) (3.301) (5.029) (6.634) (6.772)

Congress
Squared

0.002 −0.006 −0.008 −0.002 −0.007 −0.026** −0.019* −0.014 −0.002 0.009 0.007 0.041
(0.005) (0.007) (0.006) (0.006) (0.008) (0.009) (0.010) (0.013) (0.015) (0.023) (0.031) (0.031)

Constant 28.917 −80.712 −99.747 −35.325 −96.828 −319.570** −240.182* −188.476 −46.625 88.647 67.365 468.118
(57.651) (81.800) (76.613) (76.263) (95.219) (104.911) (121.990) (157.484) (178.275) (272.440) (359.802) (367.293)

ln(alpha)
Constant −2.194*** −1.764*** −1.791*** −1.678*** −1.561*** −1.586*** −1.418*** −1.471** −2.040*** −1.350*** −1.160** −0.563

(0.249) (0.240) (0.238) (0.270) (0.304) (0.391) (0.412) (0.488) (0.605) (0.396) (0.414) (0.710)
Agency-level
var(Constant) 2.447*** 2.683*** 2.927*** 2.656*** 2.982*** 2.804*** 3.400*** 4.703*** 5.210*** 4.215*** 4.364** 3.041**

(0.523) (0.590) (0.689) (0.586) (0.816) (0.733) (0.981) (1.379) (1.566) (1.275) (1.467) (1.167)
N 442 442 442 442 442 442 442 442 442 442 442 442
BIC 2,614.647 2,183.538 1,994.099 1,790.187 1,518.855 1,334.229 1,157.024 944.035 742.876 601.304 473.952 369.287

Note: Standard errors are in parentheses. Each model’s dependent variable is the number of eligible final rules with NPRMs and a significance score of at least T (defined in the column labels),
promulgated by an agency within a Congress. Models include agency-level random effects and agency-clustered SEs. BIC = Bayesian information criterion.
One-tailed test: �p < 0:05, ��p < 0:01, ���p < 0:001.
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marginal effect of −1:788,−2:852,−2:758,−1:265 , and
−0:470 (see Appendix F of the Supplementary Mate-
rial).
While previous studies tend to find the effect of

divided government is negative and statistically signif-
icant, we uncover more systematic evidence for this
effect only with very low-significance thresholds under
Model CP.31 This implies that agencies do not produce
a lower number ofmoderately or highly significant final
rules under divided government.32However, consistent
with previous findings, the effect of agency employ-
ment size is always positive and statistically significant
under various significance thresholds. Furthermore,
rule productivity does not hinge on whether an agency
is an executive or independent one, regardless of the
thresholds. We also find an upward trend (i.e., more
final rules with NPRMs were promulgated during
Bush’s second term and Obama’s first term) under
moderate or high-significance thresholds.33
As summarized in Table 4, when the significance

threshold is less than 1, none of the three models
receive empirical support. With the thresholds of 1
and 1:25, the main hypothesis is supported for Models
P and CP. The Bayesian information criterion (BIC) of
these two models are about the same, so it is difficult to
use the BIC to distinguish which performs the best.
Following the principle of theoretical parsimony, how-
ever, Model P appears superior, as adding more veto
players does not improve model fit. The AGIs of

Models P, C, and CP all receive empirical support with
the threshold of 1.50, but the second model has slightly
lower BIC. When the threshold is 1.75, Models C and
CP perform similarly and clearly outperform Model
P. With the significance threshold of 2, the AGI coef-
ficients ofModels C andCP are both significant, but the
BIC of the former is clearly smaller than that of the
latter.

We conduct several robustness checks (and exten-
sions of our analysis). First, we explore alternative
actors in Congress that may play a crucial role in
constraining agency rulemaking activities. Although
chamber medians are considered the most critical
actors by nonpartisan (Krehbiel 1992) and partisan
theories (Cox and McCubbins 2005), we examine
majority party medians and leaders to examine
whether partisan force is an essential element in rule-
making productivity. For majority medians, we evalu-
ate three competing models: (1) majority medians
constitute the only veto players; (2) the president and
majority medians act as veto players; and (3) majority
medians, chamber medians, and the president are veto
players. We do not find strong support for the first
model (the coefficient of AGI is at best marginally
significant under high-significance thresholds), but the
results for the second and thirdmodels are qualitatively
akin to those of our Model CP (see Table 4), with
slightly higher BIC scores.34 However, the models
where chamber medians act as veto players always
perform better than those models where we do not
alter the set of veto players, except that we replace
chamber medians with majority medians. Since the
ideologies of majority medians and majority party
leaders are highly correlated, unsurprisingly, our
results for majority party leaders are almost qualita-
tively identical to those for majority medians.35 This
suggests that chamber medians are the most important
actors in Congress and that their role cannot be
replaced by majority medians or leaders. Our conclu-
sions drawn from our results in Table 4 are robust.

In addition, we examine whether our primary results
still hold up if we add final rules without NPRMs
(excluding interim final rules and rules with legal dead-
lines). There exists a sizable number of rules which are
finalized without being designated by an agency as a
direct final rule or generating an NPRM (seeAppendix
A of the Supplementary Material). As displayed in
Table 5, the overall results continue to hold. Thismeans
that the president and Congress seem to exercise influ-
ence over rules with or without NPRMs similarly.
Moreover, the implicit veto held by the two branches
over a rule is not mediated by the formal procedures of
the standard notice-and-comment process.

TABLE 4. Model Comparison: Rules Only with
NPRMs

Sig. threshold Model P Model C Model CP

All
−0.25
0
0.25
0.50
0.75
1 1,153.724 1,155.002
1.25 941.762 940.662
1.50 748.252 742.876 743.374
1.75 607.438 601.304 603.307
2 473.952 478.749
2.25

Note: The blank cells indicate that a particular model found no
significant relationship between agency gridlock interval (AGI)
and rule productivity using a one-tailed test for α ¼ 0:05, drawing
from a rules universe with only RINs scoring above the row’s
listed significance threshold. If the coefficient on AGI is signifi-
cant for a model (with expected sign) under a significance
threshold, the Bayesian information criterion of the model is
listed.

31 For these thresholds, the p-values become slightly larger under the
other models.
32 If we drop theAGI variable, the coefficient of divided government
is positive and statistically significant under the thresholds of 0.25 or
lower.
33 Under low thresholds, the results differ across different models.

34 The results are available in the American Political Science Review
(APSR) Dataverse files (Chiou and Klingler 2023).
35 We also explored the role of committees by evaluating three
models where we placed majority medians with committee medians
(when there is more than one oversight committee for an agency, we
treat them as separate veto players). We do not find evidence to
support these models.
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CONCLUSION

Rulemaking plays an increasingly central role in the
crafting of policy in theUnited States, as the complexity
of modern life drives delegation to bureaucrats. Prior
scholarship on regulation has focused on whether the
president or Congress dominates federal agencies,
including independent regulatory commissions. This
paper contributes to the resolution of this debate while
demonstrating the conceptual and methodological
advancements made by the field in several ways. First,
this paper introduces an unprecedentedly comprehen-
sive dataset on federal rulemaking which includes all
rules on the federal regulatory agenda from Spring
1995 to Spring 2019, totaling 39,311 rules. Novel data
on newspaper mentions and general rulemaking activ-
ities are collected for each of these rules and employed
to generate a statistically integrated and continuous
measure of rule significance which differentiates rules
to a substantially improved degree over alternatives.
These data and our estimates for nearly forty-thousand
regulations are publicly available in the hope it will be
of use to others. The ability to identify noteworthy
regulations at many different thresholds empowers
scholars to consider a critical aspect of rule content
(significance), and “compare apples with apples” when
assessing agency output.
Second, as an example, our integrated measure

facilitates examination of policy significance as a deter-
minant of legislative and executive influence in rulemak-
ing. Notably, AGIs including the president alone predict
rulemaking output for moderately significant regula-
tions. Yet, for the most significant regulations, AGIs
including only the House and Senate medians are pre-
dictive. We find not only that legislative and executive
influence depends on the rule significance thresholds

adopted to define the set of significant rules, but the
effects of divided government, which previous studies
focus on, hinge on significance thresholds. This finding
addresses puzzling claims from the literature about
whether or when the president or Congress has the
upper hand over agency control. Furthermore, it high-
lights the need for scholars to consider the significance of
policy proposals when studying both rulemaking and
policymaking generally. In addition, our findings call for
the need to take policy significance into account in
examining interbranch competition in topics of recent
interest, including, but not limited to, implicit legislative
veto power over administrative activity (Acs 2019),
bureaucratic assessments of presidential and legislative
influence among federal executives (Clinton, Lewis, and
Selin 2014), and public challenges by Congress to uni-
lateral actions (Christenson and Kriner 2017).

These findings also suggest new avenues for explo-
ration. Natural experiments like exogenous shocks to
AGIs through median-shifting Congressional resigna-
tions/deaths could be exploited to better explore the
relationship between the preferences of political actors
and agency productivity. There is a particular oppor-
tunity for theoretical development in understanding
constraints placed on finalizing low-significance regu-
lations. Our analysis of regulatory productivity also
suggests that effective congressional participation
depends on regulatory significance and controversial-
ity. Nonetheless, theories of rulemaking do not address
why and how this happens, calling for a major revision
of those theories. Future theoretical advancements can
be accomplished by explaining the results discovered in
this paper. As the elected branches further empower
experts, these findings will be increasingly relevant to
the evolving policymaking influence of Congress and
the presidency.
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TABLE 5. Model Comparison: Final Rules
With or Without NPRMs

Sig. threshold Model P Model C Model CP

All
−0.25
0
0.25
0.50
0.75
1 1,223.833 1,225.077
1.25 1,011.610 1,014.427 1,010.333
1.50 793.142 786.609 787.765
1.75 620.169 624.122
2 491.527 497.104
2.25 374.001

Note: The blank cells indicate that a particular model found no
significant relationship between agency gridlock interval (AGI)
and rule productivity using a one-tailed test for α ¼ 0:05, drawing
from a rules universe with only RINs scoring above the row’s
listed significance threshold. If the coefficient on AGI is signifi-
cant for a model (with expected sign) under a significance
threshold, the Bayesian information criterion of the model is
listed.
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